Some veggies like it hot and some what this means for you and

As the old saying goes, if you don’t like the weather in Wyoming, wait five minutes because it will change. A change in temperature can be a blessing or a curse for many vegetable growers in Wyoming.

There are vegetables that like warm air and soil temperatures and those that like more mild or cool soil and air temperatures. Selecting the right vegetables to match the growing climate can save a lot of time, energy, and frustration.

**Cool and warm season plants**

Vegetables and crops are separated into two categories: cool and warm season plants.

Cool season crops generally start growing when soil temperatures are 40-45 degrees F and enjoy optimal air temperatures of 65-80 degrees F. Warm season crops, for the most part, start growing when soil temperatures are 60-65 degrees and prefer air temperatures 70-95 degrees.

**Why care?**

Air and soil temperatures play a major role in what vegetables will flourish and what vegetables will struggle depending upon location. A gardener in Sublette County is going to have far more difficulty growing tomatoes or corn than a gardener in Goshen County. Conversely, that same Sublette County gardener is going to have much more success growing certain cool season crops such as lettuce or spinach in July and August than the gardener in Goshen County. The temperatures in Goshen County at this time would be above desired temperatures for cool season plants. Most likely the heat would cause the lettuce and spinach to “bolt” or start flowering and become bitter tasting.

Take a look at the temperature maps for Wyoming (page 19) and compare that to the list of cool and warm season vegetables (left). Decide which plants will do best for your area. Keep in mind this temperature data is a bit dated but does provide a general outline of what can be expected for the hot temperatures warm season plants prefer.

In general, most cool season plants do best during the beginning and end of the growing season. Warm season vegetables will do best during the warmest part of the growing season. Selecting vegetable varieties based on days to maturity can also be very beneficial. The
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days to maturity are the estimated number of days it takes a seedling plant to grow and reach full maturity. This number, along with information regarding the preferred temperature for a particular crop, can be applied against Map 2. Selecting vegetable varieties with shorter days to maturity will provide a better chance for harvesting a crop.

**Temperature consistency**

Consistent temperatures are important for cold and warm season plants. Freezing temperatures at the beginning and end of the growing season can be one of the major challenges faced by growers.

You can select plants with days to maturity numbers that will have a better chance to survive until harvest based on the number of average frost-free days. For warm season plants that do not enjoy cold temperatures, plant later or add additional days for growth.

Day and nighttime temperatures are another consideration. There can be large fluctuations between day and nighttime temperatures for much of Wyoming. This temperature swing can be difficult for some vegetable crops. Peppers will not fruit properly if temperatures fall below
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**Map 1.** We can see some areas experience many days that would favor warm season vegetables and other areas that would not.

**Map 2.** This map provides the average number of frost-free days to anticipate for Wyoming.
60 degrees F. So, while the daytime temperatures for an area might be in the mid- to upper 80s, temperatures below 60 at night will prevent pepper plants from forming peppers.

Season extension structures and selecting areas with microclimates can help increase and stabilize the air and soil temperatures. There are many options available. Visit the Barnyards and Backyards website under “Gardening” for ideas and types of structures that can be used for extending the growing season. (Also see geodesic story on page 8.)

Your local University of Wyoming Extension office can help suggest potential vegetable crops for your area.

Brian Sebade promotes the Goldilock’s rule for growing conditions: neither too hot or too cold – but just right. He is a University of Wyoming Extension educator based in Albany County and serving southeast Wyoming. He is also a coordinator for this magazine and can be reached at (307) 721-2571 or at bsebade@uwyo.edu.

For further information, check the following publications available on the Barnyards and Backyards website.


Season extension examples—high tunnel, left, and a low row cover, right.

Visit uwagnews.com for real-time news and information from the University of Wyoming College of Agriculture and Natural Resources, UW Extension, and the Wyoming Agricultural Experiment Station.